
Air purifier / air washer
Stay healthy throughout  
the cold and flu season.

For hygienically cleaned office air with optimum 

humidity level during the cold and wet months.



IDEAL AP30/40 PRO IDEAL AP60/80

  IDEAL AP140 PRO

Clean air pays off.  
With fewer days off due to sickness.  

ideal.de

As humans, we are all exposed to many environ
mental hazards on a daily basis. During the cold 
and wet months, fluctuations in temperature and 
humidity, as well as increased levels of pathogens 
place additional stress on our natural defence 
mechanisms. 

Typical scenarios in (open-plan) offices 
during the cold and wet months: 

The colleague at the next desk sneezes, while 
another blows their nose and a few desks down 
it sounds as though someone is coughing up their 
lungs. When colleagues come to work sick, viruses 
and pathogens are unavoidably distributed through  
out the entire office in a short space of time.

Still go to work despite having a nasty cold?

This leads to a situation in which employees often 
come to work despite being ill. The risks associated 
with this are considerable, both for those who are 
already sick and for their colleagues who are still 
healthy – especially when it comes to infectious 
diseases.

Healthy employees cost money –  
sick employees cost a fortune

A lack of concentration, declining performance or 
health issues are the consequences. This means an 
increasing number of days off due to sickness and 
rising personnel absence costs. Statistics show 
that each employee in Germany took an average of 
15 days of sick leave in 2017, around 15% of which 
could be attributed to staff suffering from „colds“. 
This corresponds to 2.34 days lost per employee 
due to absence*. 
*TechnikerKrankenkassenReport 2017 

Stay healthy throughout the autumn and  
winter months with IDEAL air purifiers.

Thanks to their highly efficient, multistage filter 
technologies, IDEAL air purifiers almost entirely 
eliminate pathogens and pollutants from indoor air. 
The units excel through their excellent airflow rate, 
energysaving and nearsilent operation, as well as 
their intuitive, easy operation. This leads to perfor
mance and productivity increases, while the risk 
of sick leave is reduced. IDEAL air washers humi
dify the indoor air optimally and ensure an ideal, 
balanced indoor climate, as well as a greater sense 
of wellbeing.  
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The most common way to catch a cold is by droplet infection. The 
patho gens are embedded in tiny droplets of secretion and are trans
mitted by sneezing, coughing and speaking. Larger droplets sink and 
are transmitted in the range of approx. 1 m.  Smaller droplets float in 
the air for a longer time and can cause infections over wider distances.


